Dear Customers and Colleagues,
What a difference a decade makes! In April 2016, Taghleef Industries celebrated our 10th
Anniversary. In the last ten years we have grown from our founding sites in Dubai, Oman,
and Egypt into a global company with operations on five continents.
As I visit our sites, I consider that we have united some of the greatest minds in our
industry, bringing with them diverse backgrounds, unique experiences, and valuable
perspectives. It’s remarkable to know that over 40 different languages are being spoken at our various operation
sites, distribution centers, and sales offices around the globe. Our workforce shapes how we innovate, how we
communicate, and how we see our world.
Currently, we are manufacturing film at sites in nine countries. This growth in locations and capacities allows us
to serve our customers in the most efficient and effective ways possible. For our larger customers, this means
local resources and consistent quality worldwide. For our local customers, this means having a global supplier
that brings world-class products and services to their region.
We undoubtedly have a bigger company now than we did ten years ago. That said, we have never lost sight of
our most valuable assets: our employees, our customers, and the communities they create. People drive this
company and always will.
Our organization is marking the anniversary with a motto that recognizes our past and looks forward to our future:
10 Years, 5 Continents, 40 Languages, 2200 People and Counting…
Congratulations to Taghleef Industries on ten successful years and sincerest thanks to all of our loyal customers.
I hope you will join us in celebrating this important milestone and look forward with us to the next decade and beyond.
Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Asia Pacific

Celebrating

10 Years of Achievements in 2016
This year marks a major milestone for Taghleef Industries as we celebrate our 10th anniversary.
In the last decade, by merging the experience and power of three companies: Technopack (Egypt), AKPP
(Oman) and Dubai Poly Film (UAE), Ti has transformed itself from a small, standard BOPP film provider in the
Middle East into a successful international Group with production of 410,000 tons of specialized and multipurpose films for food packaging, labels, industrial and graphic arts applications.
Shorko (Australia), Radici Film (Italy & Hungary), AET Films (USA & Canada) and Derprosa Films (Spain) are
the strategic acquisitions that have played an important role in the accomplishments of the Ti Group. Each
company contributed their knowledge, their specialized product portfolios and their powerful technology
platforms, adding value and fortifying the entire organization.
Distribution centers were opened in Germany, UK, France, Portugal, South Africa and El Salvador, and
representative offices are now in China, Malaysia and India. In support of this global supply network, five
principal R&D centers across the globe develop the most advanced innovative packaging solutions expected in
the market.
The Group expanded at a fast pace internationally with an unmatched customer reach. Today, Ti is a
multicultural, multinational industry leader with a global footprint, and maintains a strategic position and
connections to global brand owners in the food and beverage markets.
In honor of this significant achievement, Ti offices and facilities around the world celebrated the anniversary
with a traditional cake reception. At each gathering, Ti leaders had the opportunity to share the highlights
of the Ti corporate story and to express appreciation to all Ti employees for their hard work and continued
dedication. With pride and thankfulness for the last 10 years, Taghleef Industries looks to the future with
excitement and anticipation: Ten years, 5 continents, 40 languages, 2200 people, and counting…
To capture Ti’s growth and optimism for
the future, a new logo and motto have
been created. Posters, tradeshow banners,
employee email signatures and other media
will carry the new logo and motto
for the next year.

Ti LLC, Dubai, UAE

More photos on page 19
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Americas

The Empire
Strikes Again

“No so long ago, in a galaxy far, far away the battle of commodity OPP films
was raging. From the remote Ti base in Asia Pacific region, Ti Australian rebels
managed to determine the secret of winning the war against evil commodity
forces. The rebel Australian scientists and their loyal product developers
invented the latest innovation for IML in the OPP wars,

This powerful creation has been transmitted to all Ti bases all over the world in
the form of a patent application. As free world printers apply a UV varnish, Titanium
outshines the brightest stars in the galaxy. Titanium also possesses enough matte surface
to feed and stack perfectly through the lithographic print process, and amazingly holds static
during label pinning in the IML process. Titanium is indeed a revolutionary breakthrough.
This innovative rebel cause has started a revolution to set the printers
free from the grips of poor performing OPP empire products and to
change IML history for the better.
One of the free-spirited and “legacy IML printers” in North America has
used this weapon very effectively in the stadium cup battle. Cinema
Scene has chosen the fantastic General Press Labels and launched
a series of collector stadium cups that stand out in the galaxy.
Soon, many more printers will join the cause on the path
to stellar innovation and reaching for the stars.”

Digital Printing, the Latest Technology
for Marketing Single Serve Soda Using Taghleef Films
Our key North American customers, Pepsi and Coke,
have found the power of specialty labels in their
promotions, a key avenue with their brand marketing.
While their marketing campaigns are different, one
thing they have in common
is that they are utilizing Ti
USA films (CTL 48, WTLII
400 and WTML 350) in
their activities via digital
printing, the newest print
technology on the market
today.
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The Pepsi emoji program follows Coca-Cola’s successful “Share a Coke”
packaging promotion that features hundreds of first names and sayings
on bottles and cans. Coca-Cola has used the program in the U.S. for the
last two summers, after it was launched in Australia in 2011.
The “Share a Coke” campaign will take a step further this summer when
it exchanges first names with song lyrics on packages of Coca-Cola®
products. “Share a Coke and a Song” will also feature lyrics from well
known Coca-Cola and Diet Coke ads such as “I’d Like To Buy The World A
Coke,” “Taste the Feeling™” and
“Just For The Taste Of It.”
So when you see these special
promotions on the shelves think
of Taghleef’s contribution to
deliver the popular labels.

Americas

Let’s Twist Again:
A New Twist in Labels
Taghleef is very proud to be part of the Pepsi rebranding project of Mist Twist. To really
catch the eye of the consumer, Ti’s metalized roll-fed base films are the perfect choice,
especially in the ultra-high glossy format of the lamination, which also protects the
labels with the sparkly new re-design.
PepsiCo branding goals are to accentuate the zesty lemon-lime flavor of the product
to their consumers in the very competitive beverage markets. That’s why the choice
of film to support the graphics changes and branding messages is so important.
The fantastic opaque metalized WTML base with a glossy CTL over-lamination are
ideal film choices for the label construction and the marketing re-branding mission.
With this lamination structure the labels are able to support the highest quality
graphics look with optimum labeler and machining performance.

Enhanced Waters
and a New Label Strategy with Taghleef
Enhanced Waters are hitting their stride
in the North American market and the
associated new label designs are valuing
Taghleef Industries films to apply more
artwork to the bottle.
While most carbonated soda producers
are minimizing the label size, Talking
Rain, the newest player in the Enhanced
Waters market is changing the bottle and the game. Talking Rain Beverage Company is a market leader in
creating products with unique ingredient combinations and in brilliant brand promotion. The success and growth
of their Sparkling Ice beverage line is attributed to category innovation and a U.S. Direct Store Delivery (DSD)
distribution network which includes more than 275 distributors, making Sparkling Ice flavored water one of the
fastest growing non-alcoholic beverages in North America. In fact, retail sales of $10 million in 2010 jumped to
more than $500 million in 2014.
With this growth in the market Sparkling Ice introduced a new bottle shape that is thinner and longer than most
single serve bottles while the label, which is about 3 times larger than the size of a soda bottle label, is designed
to cover most of the bottle with eye-catching artwork utilizing Taghleef’s CTL 75 film.
As Talking Rain has developed this new niche, their competition is now following the design footprint Sparkling
Ice created, also employing Taghleef’s films. Wal-Mart (Cott Beverage) is the newest to enter into this segment
with Clear American Ice using Taghleef’s CTL 48 and WTML 350.
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Americas

The Label Institute
Miami 2016

The Label Institute 2016, sponsored by
Taghleef Industries, took place April 11th13th in the beautiful and international city of
Miami.
Exclusive presentations combined with warm Miami weather and the influence
of a Latino vibe, all set the stage for more than 150 attendees to experience this
premier industry event for labeling professionals. Attendees also took part in
unique networking opportunities such as a spectacular evening dinner cruise on
the Biscayne Lady Yacht, taking in the Miami skyline and meeting new contacts.
Featured speakers represented the entire label film industry supply chain,
from polymer suppliers like Braskem, to mergers and acquisition specialists,
universities, consultants, converters, coaters, industry trade associations and
co-suppliers like Krones. Many big brand owners, too, not only shared the latest
innovations, but enabled attendees to discuss hot trends in the labels market.

Dan Muenzer, Chairman of TLMI and VP
of Marketing of Constantia Group

Presentation topics covered labels segments across the globe, delivered by
speakers such as Roger Pellow, CEO of Tarsus, the organizer of Labelexpo on three
continents and publisher Labels & Labeling magazine. Global trends, opportunities
and challenges at the highest level were cross referenced by presentations by key
industry figures such as Dan Muenzer, Chairman of TLMI and VP of Marketing for
the global Constantia Group..
Speakers also included Ti’s, Patrick Desies, CSMO who shared Taghleef’s history
and vision for the future, Ignacio Lopez-Baillo, Global Sales and Marketing
Director of Taghleef SLU who presented on the science of neuromarketing, and
Duncan Henshall, Labels Market Director, USA, who discussed the challenges and
opportunities of global labels leadership.
Ti’s portfolio of label films was prominently shown in a series of eye-catching
display tables. As visitors discovered the latest innovations and solutions, Ti
labels experts were available to answer questions and discuss the benefits of Ti’s
range of label films products.

Roger Pellow, CEO of Tarsus

The response to Label Institute 2016 was overwhelmingly positive. Gaining new
perspective of market trends and important new connections in the industry,
attendees departed Miami with anticipation of the next Label Institute.

Duncan Henshall, Labels Market Director USA
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Left to right: Armando Garcia (Constantia Grafo Regia
México), Karla Olivo (Ti), Alejandro Carrasco (Etiflex
S.A. Guatemala), Roberto Gollmann (Ti), Juan Espinosa
(SAGMA México) & Ignacio Lopez Baillo (Ti)

Technical Focus

New Specialty Labels Films:

“Touch the Difference”
Brand owners today strive to make labels that are more appealing
and that protect the integrity of their artwork from scratches,
constant handling, humidity, etc. Thanks to developed and
patented technologies, Taghleef is proud to announce the
launch of highly specialized and unique labels films in a range of
finishes that will preserve labels and make them stand out on
the shelf. Combined with its powerful global reach, Ti offers an
unparalleled selection in the BOPP film supply world.

Stand 1447

Designed to be printed on several printing technologies, Ti specialty label films are available for wrap around roll-fed,
self-adhesive facestock products as well as over-laminations and even in-mold labels. A variety of films, thicknesses and
finishes can be produced with:

◊ Gloss and matte finishes
◊ SoFT TOUcH™ for extra matte finish
with tactile properties
◊ Gloss NATIVIA® made of PLA
◊ Anti-Bacterial properties that kill 99.9% of bacteria
that comes into contact with the surface
◊ Anti-Scratch properties for scuff resistance
Growing competition and the evolution of packaging design push brand owners to use labels
as a powerful marketing tool to capture consumer interest, and to create brand recognition and
brand loyalty. This push has been especially noticeable in wine and spirits where artwork and
materials have seen the greatest developments in recent years. The attached pressure sensitive
wine label made in collaboration with Roll Cover Italiana s.r.l., is a traditional transparent BOPP
label enriched with Ti’s new specialty label film for facestock SKST - SoFT TOUcH™ Black film. The
printed colors are enhanced thanks to the special effects of the deep black of the extra matte SoFT
TOUcH™ film. Roll Cover, labelstock manufacturer since 1970, is specialized in pressure-sensitive
label materials for food, beverage, cosmetics, wine and pharmaceuticals. The collaboration with
Taghleef has already allowed customers to appreciate the lamination of high quality metalized
films for making pressure sensitive labels such as the “Tip On” presented on the cover of Labels
and Labeling issue for DRUPA 2016.
Another good example is Etiflex SA, Guatemala, who also used Ti’s luxurious looking black matte
SoFT TOUcH™ film very creatively in combination with their metallic foil stamping to generate
a world class label for a premium product. It is eye-catching, with an elegant look; and with the
SoFT TOUcH™ finish it connects perfectly with the consumer.
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/ Middle East

Packaging MEA Forum
A Convergence of Packaging Industries
in Middle East and Africa
Abdul Rasheed, Area Sales Manager, Ti LLC

The second edition of Packaging MEA Forum witnessed the
convergence of all stakeholders within the packaging industry
in the Middle East at the St. Regis Hotel in Dubai on March
7-8, 2016. Keeping with the theme “Excellence in Packaging,”
the forum discussed the latest developments in packaging for
the industry in the region. Flexible packaging grabbed most of
the attention in terms of content and participation, due to its
prominence and high growth within the packaging segment.
Apart from key solution providers in terms of machinery
and substrates, the participation of regulators like Dubai
Municipality and Food & Beverage Manufacturing Business
Group (FBMG) Dubai turned the forum into a 360 degree
podium for the industry. Taghleef Industries was lanyard
sponsor of the event and one of the most prominent local
global faces at the gathering.
One of the striking features of the forum was overwhelming
interest of the brand owners in listening to packaging solutions
providers regarding the latest branding and operational
innovations. Presenting the topic, “High-performance and high
quality BOPP Labels and Flexibles,’’ Abdul Rasheed, Area Sales
Manager of Taghleef Industries LLC, called for a “packaging
audit” within the food manufacturing companies in the region.
As sales grow, machinery and equipment are being upgraded,
so then why not upgrade packaging structures as well?
Such an audit will enable food manufacturing companies to
reevaluate the flexible structures like laminates and upgrade
them in line with any new infrastructure. The outcomes of

Ibrahim Hammoda,
Deputy Sales Manager, Ti LLC
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such audits will be based on overarching principles of saving
time, money and the environment, thus fulfilling the Capex
goals holistically. The concept was demonstrated through the
progression that brand owners can embrace by choosing faster
sealing metalized films for a common application like HFFS
biscuit packaging. With fabulous choices even within a product
category, Ti leads the effort in offering sustainable solutions
based on BOPP, customized to the fullest potential for the
available infrastructure in converting and packaging. The forum
also showcased the budding compostable plastics market in
UAE where the receptivity for disposables is growing. This is an
excellent opportunity for alternative packaging like NATIVIA®
grade of BoPLA films offered by Ti for bakery products.

/ Middle East

Ti at Gulf Packaging
& Polymers Show

Ti’s Participation
in Annual Blood
Drive in Sohar

Abu Dhabi

The inaugural edition of Gulf Packaging & Polymers Show was
held at the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC), Abu
Dhabi on February 1-3, 2016 under the strategic partnership
of Borouge. Parallel to the show, a two-day conference
featuring more than 30 renowned speakers from the
packaging and polymers industries covered the full spectrum
of current industry hot topics from the latest developments
in convenience packaging to environmental sustainability.
Abdul Rasheed, Area Sales Manager of Taghleef Industries
LLC, spoke on the theme: “Innovations in BOPP films for
the Packaging
Industry.” Other
major
topics
were presented
by speakers from
key end users in
the region like
Al Marai, Agthia,
Mars and Nestle.

An annual blood drive organized by the Indian Social
Club of Oman was held on Friday, March 4, 2016 at
Sohar Extended Health Center. Blood donation is one
of the most significant contributions that a person
can make to our society; indeed it is our human
duty and moral obligation. As part of the focus on
corporate social responsibility, Taghleef Industries
SAOG participated as the main sponsor for the event
and wholeheartedly supported this noble cause. The
theme of the event was “Donate your blood and make
a difference.”
Thanks
to
nearly 85 people
who joined the
cause, including
Ti employees
who
eagerly
participated, the
blood drive was
a big success.

Taghleef Industries LLC, Dubai Wins

“Innovative Exporter of the Year”Award
Dubai Exports, a globally recognized export development agency from
Dubai strategically partnering with Dubai Trade, the premier trade
facilitation entity offering a single window electronic platform for trade
and logistics, celebrated the 8th edition of the E-Services Excellence Award
Ceremony at the Conrad Hotel, Dubai on the February 2, 2016. In line with
the mandate given by H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
UAE Vice President and Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, the year 2015
was named the ”Year of Innovation,“ Further, a new category was added to
the awards, and this year Taghleef Industries LLC, Dubai, was crowned Best
Innovative Exporter of the Year for 2015.
The Innovative Exporter of the Year Award recognized the capabilities of the Ti Dubai plant based on its export strategies,
unique products and export growth-oriented services. During 2015, Ti expanded its reach in various new markets within Asia
and Latin America growing overall export volume. It was remarkable that Ti could qualify and even modify its finer processes
to be successful and sustainable in such new markets. ‘Mabrouk’ (Arabic for Congratulations) to the Ti team for this great
achievement!
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Southeast Asia: In-Mold Labeling
with HP Digital Technology
HP is the leading supplier of next generation digital presses in the world and already an industry
partner to Taghleef in Europe and North America. In an attempt to reinforce Ti – HP cooperation in
Asia Pacific region, wherein HP plans to enter the IML segment with their newest digital presses, HP
qualified Ti’s various IML film grades including Ti’s most novel industry invention: metallic IML film
“Titanium™.”
PT Cahaya is an emerging supplier of I-IML printed solutions based in Jakarta, Indonesia and was
pleased to join the project, assisting with graphics, design, die cutting and using their injection
molding partner.
The project was kicked off in January 2016 and went through an exciting tri-party collaboration
process. All stages of the project were jointly coordinated, from choosing IML grades from Ti’s product
range, arranging samples, to selecting the
final product: movie cups. Ultimately, the
converting and molding processes resulted
in beautifully themed and unique individual
designs for white opaque, clear and metalized
substrates. With the successful project
completed, all three partners exhibited the
movie cups at DRUPA 2016.

ACL Films

Ti’s “Flexible” Partner in Asia Pacific
Taghleef Industries Asia-Pacific’s partner, ACL Films, represents Ti Asia Pacific in New Zealand and also supplements Ti AP’s
secondary slitting capabilities in Australia. ACL Films has recently increased its capabilities by investing in a wide, high-speed
computer controlled slitting machine from the UK.
ACL Films has established its reputation by being flexible
and adapting to customer requirements, offering large or
small quantities with short lead time. A recent example of
this occurred when a NZ converter urgently needed a small
quantity of film, and the only film available was much wider
than their printing press. On its way to the airport, the film
was diverted to ACL Films’ Melbourne operation and the
film was slit within 24 hours for immediate airfreight –
thereby solving a big problem for the converter.
The combination of a major BOPP film producer like Ti Asia
Pacific and a flexible partner like ACL Films to offer short
term solutions is proving particularly useful for small and
medium-sized enterprises, or SMEs, who previously had to
work within standard lead times.
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“Green” Packaging Solution using
NATIVIA® in IML at CHINAPLAS 2016
Successful Partnership between Demag Plastics Group,
NatureWorks, Verstraete IML and Taghleef Industries
Given the rapid growth and increased demand for high performance packaging in
China today, a “green” packaging solution such as NATIVIA® not only complies with
China’s central governmental policy, but also meets the potential requirements of
thousands of brand owners. Moreover, a fully certified biodegradable film such as
NATIVIA® satisfies the desire of eco-conscious consumers, particularly the growing
middle class consumers, to be good stewards of the
earth’s resources.
The 30th edition of CHINAPLAS, the
international exhibition for the plastics and
rubber industries was held April 25-28, 2016
at Shanghai New International Expo Center.
With 148,575 visitors in 4 days CHINAPLAS is
officially recognized as the largest plastics and
rubber trade fair in Asia and the one of the most
influential exhibitions in the world.
CHINAPLAS 2016 presented the opportunity for DEMAG to demonstrate live, on its Systec 210-840 C SP hybrid drive high speed
packaging injection machine, the molding of a completely bio-based biodegradable rectangular container and lid. The realization
of this “green” packaging solution was the result of the close collaboration
of international partners from the entire supply chain. NatureWorks’ Ingeo®
biopolymer was used for the injection resin, Taghleef Industries’ NATIVIA®
NTSS40µm compostable BoPLA film was used for the in-mold label, and the
in-mold labels were printed by the experts at Verstraete IML. The DEMAG booth
turned out to be a very popular stop.
Mr. Stefano Cavallo of NatureWorks, who sees a great
opportunity in China, commented, “Our Ingeo™ product
portfolio offers a wide range of ready-to-use resins to address
the increasing demand for functional and environmentally
friendly packaging in China.” Mr. Bart Schatteman from
Vertraete IML added, “I’m confident China will be the next
strong growth market for I-IML, particularly in offering
solutions for food packaging.” Hongguang Zhong, Sales
Executive for Taghleef Industries in China concluded,
“With growing labor costs and high production efficiency
requirements, I-IML technology using full automation
brings the right solution for rigid containers manufacturing
and I predict its continued rapid growth in China.”
Jack Liu (DEMAG), Stefano Cavallo (NatureWorks), Auyeung Chi (NatureWorks),
Hongguang Zhong (Taghleef Industries), Bart Schatteman (Verstraete IML)
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Henrianne’s Successful Story
at CHINACOAT 2015
When the CHINACOAT doors opened,
Henrianne’s Chairman, Mr. Yang Ying,
had a feeling that it was going to be a
successful show, but he didn’t expect
that visitors would be “flooding” into
his booth. Immediately, the eight
employees became short-staffed
thanks to the I-IML technology that was showcased. All attention was focused on both
the high gloss IML film (LIW 50) and the metallic IML film Titanium™ (LTZ 62) that enabled
Henrianne to produce outstanding buckets.
This three-day event attracted tens of thousands of experts and specialists from
both coating and painting industries dealing with the domestic and overseas markets.
CHINACOAT offered an opportunity to the local plastic and metal tin bucket producers
to look at innovative packaging solutions such as I-IML, which is the latest packaging
technology in China compared to the traditional ways of either heat transfer or screen
print, both long used in that country.
With labor, factory overhead and other components costs on the rise for manufacturing,
fully automated production lines are becoming the perfect solution for making quality
plastic containers. Henrianne displayed plastic containers in a range of sizes (20L/18L/5L
/5L/3.2L/2.5L/2.3L/1L) with various designs, all made from its fully automated machines
in Beijing. With these latest investments and the addition of brand new injection machine
lines, Henrianne presented I-IML buckets themed “Green Packaging”: more sustainable,
easily recyclable, and a smaller carbon footprint!
“With full support from our respected partner, Taghleef Industries, and their latest
innovation of Titanium™ coming from their Label Team, I’m confident that together we
will be able to deliver a long-awaited green packaging solution to the paint and lubricant
market!,” said Mr. Yang, who was the pioneer of B-IML
technology (blow molding) in the China region. Mr Yang has
been very successful in this field for over 10 years and is now
looking for new challenges with this new technology.

Henrianne’s various size buckets and Green Packaging “Tree”
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Henrianne (Beijing) Science & Technology Development
Co., Ltd established in 1993, is a company that combines
manufacturing technologies of designing, printing and
plastic packaging (blow molding, injection molding). It’s
the only company in mainland China with complete supply
chain expertise in label printing, blow molding and injection
molding technologies. Henrianne is currently the largest IML
producer in Northern China.

Europe

Ti

Films

BARRIER PERFORMANCE AGAINST CONTAMINATION
OF FOOD FROM MINERAL OILS CONFIRMED
Mineral oil contamination of food is increasingly
drawing the attention of the media. Even though
an EU regulation is not in force yet, major European
food distribution chains have requested protection of
packaged food against mineral oil migration.
Contamination of food with mineral oils coming
from packages made of recycled paperboard has
been recognized and has opened a debate between
distribution chains and food producers in Europe.
In question are the levels of Mineral Oil Saturated
Hydrocarbons (MOSH) and Mineral Oil Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (MOAH). Aromatic substances, which
can be detrimental to human health, are raising
particular concerns.
The matter is serious enough that European
regulatory oversight is likely to occur in the near
future. “A significant source of dietary exposure
to MOH may be contamination of food by the use
of recycled paperboard as packaging material.
Functional barriers offer one solution,” as stated by
the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA, 20122013): “It (MOH contamination) can be effectively
prevented by the inclusion of functional barriers into
the packaging assembly.”
Following the recommendation made by EFSA, the German government has taken the initiative to draft regulation
which aims at introducing limits to the migration of mineral oils in food, and other European countries may decide
to follow suit. The German Ministry of Food and Agriculture released the third draft of their Mineral Oil Ordinance
(Draft Position at 24.07.2014) and based on current knowledge and several rigorous tests, EXTENDO® BOPP films were
verified to provide substantial barriers against mineral oils. Films in the range that will fulfill the new regulations include:
EXTENDO® XTMH, EXTENDO® XFWL, EXTENDO® XRDH, EXTENDO® D713, EXTENDO® XZMH, EXTENDO® XZRH,
EXTENDO® D717.
The testing was conducted by Fraunhofer Institute for Process engineering and Packaging IVV, Freising, Germany, first
in 2013 then repeated in 2015. Methods and results are shown and discussed in the appendix.
The barrier results for EXTENDO® films against mineral oils are equal to or even better than those results achieved using
BoPET films, which had been considered the benchmark with regard to the barrier properties against mineral oils.
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EXTENDO®
Becomes a Global Brand
for High Barrier Films

The EXTENDO® brand was introduced in 2011 to classify the
range of high barrier BOPP films manufactured by Taghleef
Industries, with a main focus on Europe.
More recently, high barrier clear and metalized BOPP films
have been developed and introduced in other Ti units around
the globe, particularly in North America and Australia.
With this expansion into other regions, Ti is able to advance
EXTENDO® into a global brand, thus reinforcing brand
visibility, optimizing its barrier film portfolio, and offering its
customers global solutions for demanding high barrier film
applications.

FINAT

Key attributes of EXTENDO® films include:
- Barrier to gas, moisture, aromas, mineral oils
- User-friendly converting process, equivalent to standard
BOPP films
- Ability to run on existing packaging equipment
EXTENDO® high barrier BOPP films include clear, white and
metalized films, and the range is available to all our customers
around the globe, creating opportunities for packaging
weight reduction, mono-material barrier structures, PVdC
coated film replacement, shelf life extension and enhanced
food safety.
For further information, please visit the new EXTENDO®
website pages at www.ex-tendo.com

Technical Seminar 2016
FINAT, the European association for the self-adhesive label industry of which Taghleef is an active member, offers education
and technical publications to label converters and suppliers in the labelling industry.
The event that helps to accomplish this is the biennial FINAT Technical Seminar, held this year from March 16-18 in Barcelona
(Spain). This year’s theme “Labelling – the future and beyond” attracted 180 participants to the event, who actively contributed
during the presentations and also during the table top sessions, which provided an excellent networking opportunity. The
Taghleef table top showcased a portfolio of films with fresh new finishes for self-adhesive labels, with the metallic look of
LZP film and the tactile properties of SoFT TOUcH™ generating the most interest.
Learn more at www.ti-films.com/en/labels/technical-focus.
Quite a few seminar sessions showed a concrete approach to more sustainable labels, while others tackled topics related
to emerging technologies, such as printed electronics. The eye was also on the disruptive technologies - direct-to-container
print being one of the most discussed - that will certainly shape the future of labelling technologies and labels. In summary,
the audience agreed with the closing speaker that multi-functionality and flexibility are the two key elements of a successful
future label. Visit www.finat.com for more information about this seminar.
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From left to right: Joaquin Lopez, Marketing & Business
Development Manager DERPROSA; Lucija Kralj, Product
Manager Label Films, Ti SpA; Francesco Barbangelo, Technical
Service, Ti SpA

Europe

Italian Supermarket Chain Adopts
Fully Compostable Bread Bags
Starting May 2016, the Italian supermarket chain U2
has replaced all its bread bags used at self-service
bakery points of sale with 100% biodegradable and
compostable bags made of paper and a transparent
bioplastic window made of NATIVIA® film.
The paper and NATIVIA® bread bags are made by Turconi
SpA, one of the biggest Italian producers of paper bags,
and are certified for industrial composting by Vinçotte
(certificate code S565). These biodegradable bags are
the latest action from U2 supermarkets against waste.
Their mission is to encourage consumers to reduce
waste, reuse and recycle the bag. Available in more
than 100 supermarkets, leaflets and panels inform
customers and explain the easy steps to follow: first,
to put the fresh bread in the bag and then to reuse it as
a biodegradable bag for the disposal of organic waste The attention given to environmental protection has
(provided that the price tag is removed, as it is not become an integral part of U2 supermarkets’ policy by
compostable).
promoting sustainable solutions and initiatives that
can influence consumers’ behaviors, attitudes and
NATIVIA® film NTSS20 µm fulfills all the requirements lifestyles. With the introduction of bread bags made of
needed for this application: its great transparency paper and 100% biodegradable and compostable PLA
allows consumers to see the product inside, while the film, U2 accomplishes, together with the customer, a
high WVTR (water vapor transmission rate) lets the step further towards waste reduction. As their motto
product “breathe” thus retaining freshness without says: “It’s stupid to waste. It’s good to discover it!”
the need of perforation (which is often required for PP
film).
Visit the NATIVIA® webpages on Taghleef’s website
www.ti-films.com and check out our new video
showing how the compostable bread bags are made
and can be used.
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Meeting the

French Agro
Industry at CFIA
For the second consecutive year, Taghleef Industries
attended the CFIA (Agro-Food Industry Supplier
Fair) which was held March 8-10 in Rennes, France.
This growing event showcases innovations in food
processing and everything associated with it, not
the least of which is packaging. The CFIA provided
an opportunity to meet key people in the Agro-Food
business which is the first step to understanding
their needs and trends. It also provided a forum to
discuss with them the sensitive matter of protection
against mineral oils and aromas.
The attendees discovered that Ti has more than
one solution with EXTENDO® barrier films as well
as NATIVIA® compostable BoPLA films, and were
interested in learning
more.
The
positive
feedback received and
the clear interest of
attendees convinced Ti
that this exhibition is
a value added tool for
understanding
more
about the agro industry
and for promoting Ti’s From left to right: Simone Baldin, Export Area
Manager, Ti SpA; Angelo Ventura, Regional
range of products.
Sales Manager, Ti SpA; Vivien Ponthieu; Sales

French Decree
Supports
Biobased and

Home-Compostable Bags

At the end of March, the French Ministry of
Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy
published a decree which bans single-use plastic
bags beginning July 1, 2016, with similar plastic
bags for fruit, vegetables, fish and delicatessen
goods to be banned starting January 1, 2017.
Single-use plastic bags thinner than 50 microns
will have to meet the requirements of the French
standard for home composting and contain at
least 30% of biobased materials. The minimum
biobased content will progressively increase
to 40% in 2018, 50% in 2020 and 60% in 2025.
Furthermore, plastic packaging for commercial
direct mailers will have to be biodegradable/
compostable in home composting from 2017 on. In
2020, the ban will extend to disposable or singleuse plastic tableware (plates, cups and cutlery)
unless it is home-compostable or made in part of
biobased plastics.

Area Manager, Ti SpA; Francesca Marcatti,
Customer Service Representative, Ti SpA

DERPROSA™ Makes History With
RECORD DRUPA VISITORS
Ti SLU, Spain, the European Graphic Arts market leader in BoPP films with
the DERPROSA™ brand, today announced DRUPA 2016 as the most successful
event ever attended. The range of films presented, introducing unique Black
SoFT TOUcH®, Gold SoFT TOUcH® and LUMINESCENCE® proved to be one of the
most popular exhibits during the show, attracting an unprecedented number of
visitors during the 11-day event.
A new range of Taghleef Industries label films (Over-Laminating, Self
Adhesive, In-Mold and Wrap Around) with the most impressive specialty films
were presented: Anti-Scratch, Antibacterial, Nativia (PLA) and SoFT TOUcH®.
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Feel the Black SoFT TOUcH™ Experience
Discover Elegance Black SoFT TOUcH™: the perfect combination of the unique SoFT TOUcH™ effect (patented in Europe)
with a high intensity black color.

How it makes the difference:
This product offers a high intensity black finish
consistent throughout the entire lamination job
so there is no need for multiple runs of black.
It is ideal for lamination jobs that require an
enormous amount of solid deep black coverage
meaning that at the end of the lamination job,
the first print will have the same black level and
consistency as print 10,000. No need to worry
about the color shifting or becoming lighter.
It is printable by offset UV, traditional offset
and screen printing.
This film is excellent in many applications, such
as: Luxury folding cartons (perfumes, spirits,
jewelry, luxury bags), post cards, brochures,
business cards, and luxury paper labels.

Visitors were also able to see first-hand the different luxury applications, premium bags, and unique labels used for
the most popular worldwide brands.
In addition, during the conference program held during the fair, Ti SLU was involved at the round table “The Role
of Packaging in the Customer Journey” on June 7, with the participation of Ignacio López-Baillo (DERPROSA™ Global
Sales and Marketing Director).
DERPROSA™ Marketing & Business Development Manager, Joaquín López said: “The products presented were a big
hit with our customers and prospects. The fact that
we increased our market penetration is a great
testament to the efforts of our staff, and we’d
like to thank everyone for all their energy and hard
work. We look forward to seeing you at the next
DRUPA edition to be held again in Düsseldorf from
Tuesday, June 23 to Friday, July 3, 2020.”

Ti team at DRUPA 2016
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New Ti Express Warehouse
for DERPROSA™’s Graphic Arts Film

Opened May 2016 in China
Continuing our aim to offer first class customer service, we are proud to
announce that our newest warehouse in China is now open! Thanks to this,
we will be able to reach our Asian customers faster, offering another valued
competitive advantage. The first ocean container is on its way and it is expected
that the warehouse will be fully equipped by the end of June.
This new warehouse location gives Ti SLU with DERPROSA™ films a clear
advantage by reducing the time to market, becoming the 13th opened in just 3
years. With warehouses now present in Spain, Portugal (2), UK, Italy, Germany
(2), France, Romania, Hungary, USA (2), and China, the DERPROSA™ product
range is deployed worldwide.

Intensification of

GRAPHIC ARTS in MIDDLE EAST
Expansion in the Middle East is focused on specialty films with high added value due to major competition from Asian suppliers
in standard films. This intensification is part of the international expansion strategy that Ti SLU with the DERPROSA™ range is
currently implementing worldwide.
The need for this geographical expansion arose from the increased demand for BoPP that
exists in the Middle East. In this area, the DERPROSA™ range currently serves different
sectors with a growing demand for luxury products: packaging (specifically luxury
folding cartons), book publishing, digital printing, large-format printing and labelling.
In Turkey, Ti is strengthening its business relationship with one of the leading
wholesalers in the country, helping them to work with the main printing houses by
using specialty films like SoFT TOUcH™ and Luminescence.
In Dubai, and in collaboration with the DERPROSA™ sales team, Taghleef LLC
is introducing the specialty films to leading companies, and a warehouse will be
opened soon which will directly serve all local customers.
Finally, in Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Lebanon, trade relations are being intensified with a
local wholesaler to promote specialty films. The success of DERPROSA™ films, both in
domestic markets and internationally, has been the result of the quality and innovation which
the company offers with its films. This success positions DERPROSA™ films at the forefront of the graphic arts industry and on
the cutting edge of finishing solutions for packaging.
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Events Calendar
Donald E Stephens
Convention Center |
Rosemont | Chicago
- Stand 1447

Stand N°: J52
Hall 5
Stand 5-109

Stand RF10

29 Nov- 1 Dec. 2016
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
Booth Number
E-8707

Celebrating

Christiane Tardy – Ti Canada General Manager

10 Years of Achievements in 2016

Ti SLU, Madrid, Spain

Ti SpA, San Giorgio di Nogaro, Italy

Ti Pty, Wodonga Plant, Australia

Taghleef Plant Terre Haute, USA

Ti Canada Employees, Varennes, Quebec

Ti Inc, Willmington, DE USA

Ti SLU, Alcalá La Real, Spain

Ti GmbH, Holzhausen an der Haide, Germany

